The University of Minnesota was well represented at the recent conference of the Association for the Study of Higher Education. The following faculty, current students, and recent graduates of the College and other staff elsewhere on campus made the following contributions.

Research and scholarly papers were presented by the following individuals:

- **Mapping Global Research on International Higher Education**
  Aliya Kuzhabekova (Ph.D. alumni – Higher Education, Darwin Hendel (OLPD faculty), David Chapman (OLPD faculty)

- **Cross Border Collaboration in Higher Education: Lessons from the Field**
  David Chapman (OLPD faculty)

  Karen Miksch (PSTL faculty)

- **College Students as Citizens: Unpacking the Dimensions of Civic Engagement in College**
  David Weerts (OLPD faculty)

- **New Realities, New Approaches: Strengths-based Approaches to Institutional Transformation**
  Jayne K. Sommers (Ph.D. student – Higher Education), Erin Konkle (Ph.D. student – Higher Education)

- **On-Campus Alternatives to Study Abroad: Impacts on Students' Development of Global/International Competencies and Intercultural Relations**
  Krista Soria (Ph.D. student – Higher Education)

  Takehito Kamata (Ph.D. student – Higher Education), Darwin Hendel (OLPD faculty)

- **Leadership, Civic Responsibility, and Social Action in Undergraduate Education**
  Krista Soria (Ph.D. student – Higher Education), Alexander Fink (Ph.D. student – Social Work), Christine Lepkowski (Ph.D. student – Higher Education), Lynn Snyder (Ph.D. student – Higher Education)

- **Marketing Madagascar: The Visual Appeal of Study Abroad**
  Kem Saichaie (Office of Information Technology)

- **Has the Message Always Been Frisbees, Manicured Quads, and Jobs? An Analysis of Four Decades of Viewbooks**
  Kem Saichaie (Office of Information Technology)

Symposia were presented by:

- **Shifting Discourses of Diversity and Equity in Higher Education**
  Rhiannon Williams (Ph.D. alumni – CIDE), Amy Lee (PSTL faculty), Rebecca Ropers-Huilman (OLPD faculty), Karen Miksch (PSTL faculty), Marta Shaw (Ph.D. student – CIDE)

- **Policy Discourse Analysis**
  Rebecca Ropers-Huilman (OLPD faculty)

- **Embodied Teaching and Learning: Whose Bodies? Whose Knowledge?**
  Rebecca Ropers-Huilman (OLPD faculty), Kelly T. Winters (Ph.D. student – Higher Education), Leah Hakkola (Ph.D. student – CIDE)

- **Race, Affirmative Action, and the Courts: Bridging the Legal Community and Social Scientists**
  Karen Miksch (PSTL faculty)
Roundtables were presented by:

- **The Relationship between Institutional Distinctiveness and Product Demand: The Case of the Religiously-Affiliated College**
  James M. Hunter (Ph.D. alumni – Higher Education)

- **A Critical Race Perspective of Asian American College Student Leadership**
  Melissa Kwon (Research Associate, CAREI), Vichet Chhuon (C&I faculty), Bic Ngo (C&I faculty)

- **Implications of Diversity as Discourse in College Admission and Recruiting**
  Leah Hakkola (Ph.D. student – CIDE), Kelly T. Winters (Ph.D. student – Higher Education), Traci L. Thomas-Card (Ed.D. student – Higher Education)

A poster session was presented by:

- **Workplace Bullying in Higher Education: Experiences and Responses of Faculty Members**
  Susan Taylor (Ph.D. alumni – Higher Education)

The following individuals served as a discussant for the sessions noted below:

- **Public Policy in Regulation and the Law** – Karen Miksch (PSTL faculty)
- **Innovation (?) in Higher Education** – David Weerts (OLPD faculty)

The following individuals served as chairs for each of the sessions noted below:

- **Exploring Gaps in Policy, Practice, and Performance** – Kelly T. Winters (Ph.D. student – Higher Education)
- **Enduring Complexities of Change** – Kem Saichaie (Office of Information Technology)